
 

August 30, 2022  
 
When providing clean water systems pumps, performance and efficiency have been two features that 
you can count on when using Franklin Electric’s Little Giant pump products.  That’s why we’re excited to 
announce the transition of our Little Giant 4” diameter submersible clean water systems pump line to a 
new and enhanced hydraulic design. The new pumps have been re-engineered using the latest 
techniques in material and hydraulic sciences and have been designed to exceed all industry standards 
for quality manufacturing processes and operational safety. The new 4” submersible pumps will 
continue to offer:  
 

• Top grade materials of construction, such as 300 grade stainless steel components and 
engineered composite thermoplastics  

  
• Industry-standard NEMA motor connection bracket produced with proven, reliable, 

and durable materials   
  

• 1 ¼-inch NPT threaded discharge connection with built in no-return check valve  
  

• Pump hydraulics driven by a stainless steel, 7/16-inch hex, shaft with a rigid top 
bearing and splined motor coupling for maximum power distribution efficiency  
  

• Output performance that is equal or better at nearly all application points  
  
To help facilitate a faster and smoother roll-out, the new Little Giant 4” submersible 
pumps are each matched one to one against the current Little Giant product line. This 
also means that the available flow and power rating will continue to be 5, 8, 12, 16, and 22 GPM with 
horsepower ranges from ½ through 5. The update will also not cause any changes in list pricing. 
  
The new products will be rolled out over time as inventories of the current pumps run out. This 
transition is beginning now and means that on any one order there is a chance we could ship a mix of 
the two product lines, but since they are considered a direct replacement there should be no concern 
selling either to the marketplace. Cross-references are available, as well as updated catalog pages which 
feature the new pump performance curves.  
  
Our hope is that this transition is relatively seamless for you and your customers, but if you have 
questions please reach out to your representative from Little Giant at any time.  
 
Best regards,  
Jeff Frank  
Global Product Manager, Small Pumping Systems  
Franklin Electric Co. Inc.  
 


